Krallice - Dimensional Bleedthrough
One year after their first opus, Krallice
is back with an unexpected spin on the
black metal genre. Each of the six
tracks on this album is phenomenal.
The guitars, on tracks such as the title
track and “The Mountain,” are rich
with layer upon layer of tremolo
picked harmonies that, at times, border
on the atmospheric. The vocals,
particularly on “Autochthon,” are simply captivating. All of
this musical madness is brought to form with bombastic
drums and some surprisingly jazzy bass. Seriously I could not
recommend this album enough, get it. 9/10
- Cameron

Skeletonwitch - …Breathing the Fire

… Breathing the Fire picks up where
the first record leaves off. This album
sounds exactly the Witch’s first,
though this is definitely not a bad
thing. ... Breathing the Fire does,
h o w e v e r, e x h i b i t m u c h m o r e
confidence than it’s predecessors.
Tracks to look out for are “Blinding
Black Rage,” “The Despoiler of
Human Life,” and “… And into the
Flames,” which ends the record with a really catchy drum
intro. I would be willing to bet good money that their next
album will be their masterwork. 8/10
- Cameron

Satanic Destroyer - Corruption Demo

I can recall my fleeting desires as a
17 year old to become a black metal
musician.
Though, I quickly
realized that the practice and
dedication required to reach this
goal did not match the amount of
work I was willing to put in. The
“mastermind” behind Satanic
Destroyer, Matt Dorr, clearly never
came to this realization. The result is a laughable “bedroom
black metal” release. Honestly, it sounds as if he picked up a
guitar for the first time and played some ad-lib, uninspired
riffs. Layered over the guitar are the characteristic
whispered vocals that were clearly recorded through a
computer mic and filtered through a modifier to create a
“screamed” effect. I could analyze every track and explain
the hilarity within, though I recommend that you do so. Yes,
please download this album! You must hear the off-time
metronome “drumming” on the first track and Matt’s
attempt at tremolo picking in “Banner of Victory.” I think
it’s worth mentioning that Matt seems to have gained some
level of talent following this release. Another black metal
act that he formed, Aske, was not nearly as horrendous as
this piece of shit. 0.5/10 (Do listen for a laugh, though!
Satanic Destroyer’s page on the website Metal Archives
contains a link.)	
  
-Max
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Irate Architect - Visions

When I first heard Visions, I was
blown away… Not by the music,
but rather to utter abuse of the snare
drum that occurs in this 15 track
record. That said, the record is just
crushing, serving equal portions of
present day Cattle Decapitation
with sped up Cannibal Corpse
chugs. Though the record presents
some technical brutal grind during the first half of the
album, the second half of the record, starting with the all
synthesizer instrumental “Awareness,” is peppered by
fleeting moments of prog. If you don’t buy the record at
least buy the ending track, “Feeling the Void,” because it
has a guitar rhythm that will blow your mind. 7.5/10
- Cameron

Circle of Contempt – Artifacts in Motion

Finland is a land well known for its
folk and its metal. Enter Circle of
Contempt. COC, as they are
inappropriately known, take
Sumariancore to the next level with
their debut album Artifacts in
Motion. 	
   When I heard this album, I
was blown away. This record is
filled to the brim with memorable
melodies followed by original,
bone-crushing breakdowns. Very spatial synthesizer fused
with light techno complements the music nicely. COC
does a good job at keeping a groove going while adding
polyrhythmic embellishments; see tracks “Nothing
Imminent” and “COC.” If you’re into math-generated,
staccato, Born of Osiris breakdowns get this album. 9/10
- John

Mortiis - Født til å Herske

Before he became all “industrial,”
former Emperor bassist Mortiis
was a master of crafting beautiful
dark ambient music. I’m not sure
if “Født til å Herske” is MIDI
quality...I want to say that he uses
better keys and synths than that.
C o m p a r a b l y, t h e q u a l i t y i s
definitely higher than that of
Burzum’s “Dauði Baldrs”. Also,
“Født til å Herske” is a true example of a perfectly chosen
cover art. Throughout the two tracks, Mortiis takes you
through dense forests, foggy landscapes, and castles
containing haunted corridors that are rich with the history
of its prior inhabitants. Fans of black metal and Brian
Eno alike will find much to be enjoyed here. I have no
other choice than to give this my highest
recommendation. 9.5/10
- Max

